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Bankers bet with
their bank's capital,
not their own. If
the bet goes right,
they get a huge
bonus; if it misfires,
that's the share
holders' problem:'

On paper, at least, Merrill's risk oversight was robust. Accord

ing to the firm's 2006 annual report, the then-CFO, Jeffrey

Edwards, headed the risk-oversight committee and was

charged with establishing risk-tolerance levels, authorizing

changes in the firm's risk profile, and putting in place proper

Merrill's Peril

by, in a Washington Post editorial. "If the bet goes right, they get

a huge bonus; if it misfires, that's the shareholders' problem:' It's

no surprise, says Mallaby, "that rational bank employees take as

much risk as they can:'

Sidelining caution in favor of potential profit is not particular

ly difficult in a culture built on producer worship. Traders looking

for capital often get their business-unit head to intervene on their

behalf. In many of today's large banks, risk officers and CFOs are

cost centers. Morgan Stanley's new chief risk officer (CRO) is only

now answerable to the CFO instead of the co-president. At Citi

group, risk reported to the chief administrative officer before its

new CEO Vikram Pandit changed the structure to report to him.

Contrast these examples with Goldman Sachs, where risk

reports to the CFO. Or with Lehman and Deutsche, where risk is

an independent function that reports to the CEO. At those banks,

risk management is vigilant, with frequent communication

among business groups. Indeed, though we have not yet felt the

full effect of this crisis, examples of how to manage risk (think

Goldman) and how not to (Merrill, Citi) are already emerging.

People close to Merrill Lynch
say that even if then-CFO

Jeffrey Edwards (pictured)
saw the risk, contradicting

then-CEO Stan O'Neal
was a dangerous game.
"Either you did what he

wanted or you were out,"
says a Merrill employee.

$9.6 billion fourth-quarter write-down

nearly triple the $3.7 billion that Colm Kelle

her, Morgan Stanley's newly appointed CFO,

had forecast a month earlier.

In many ways, Morgan Stanley's predica

ment mirrors that of other banks caught in

the subprime mess. Errors in judgment, the

inability to properly manage risk, and the fail

ure ofstress tests have so far resulted in glob

al bank losses of $265 billion. With a few

notable exceptions, even bank CFOs seemed

willfully ignorant of snowballing risk. "Every

one involved was caught unprepared, given

the speed at which liquidity dried up;' says Jess

Varughese, managing partner of Milestone

Advisory Services.

The question now is how an industry so

splendidly adept at making a buck out of risk

could get it so wrong, and whether the ritual

executive bloodbaths and subsequent reshuf

flings will help forestall the next meltdown.

One thing is clear: the hardest hit banks,

from Merrill Lynch to Citigroup, shared a

siloed approach to risk, with insufficient com

munication among risk, finance, and opera

tions. Unlike other businesses, where the

CFO is typically the ultimate risk manager,

banks tend to view risk as an advisory role.

But as this crisis demonstrates, such separation is logical only

up to a point. Among those banks that have, so far, dodged the

bullet, such as Goldman Sachs, Lehman Brothers, and Deutsche

Bank, risk has a high profile and the CFO, if not directly in

charge, is still closely involved in monitoring and managing risk.

Attaching a high profLie to risk management, of course, has

not been the trend. Instead of managing risk, banks have been

shedding it for years, passing it on to investors through securi

tizations and syndications. Former Federal Reserve chairman

Alan Greenspan praised the resulting dispersion of risk. He

claimed it bolstered the

safety and soundness of

his banking charges. In
fact, it may have made

them more careless.
After all, bankers are

only human. Even when

they are not playing with

investor money, individ

uals in large banks don't

have much skin in the

game. "Bankers bet with

their bank's capital, not

their own;' wrote Council

on Foreign Relations

scholar Sebastian Malla-
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BANKiNG: RISK

CITIGROUP:
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Authority
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Selected Advisors
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Many banks now
have new investors

to answer to.
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A Changed Landscape
As more and more banks evaluate and strengthen their risk

reporting structures, two main patterns are emerging. Some
banks that have not had risk report to the CFO are now putting

the CFO in charge. Others, like Citigroup, are keeping risk as a

separate function but elevating it to the C-suite, making the CRO
a peer of the CFO's, with both reporting to

the CEO. These also make sure that the

CRO oversees all forms of risk, thereby fix
ing a problem that affected both Citigroup

and Merrill-keeping credit-risk and mar

ket-risk separate.

Regulatory forces may also return risk to
the purview of the CFO. Basel II, for exam
ple, was intended to recognize advances in

risk management by allowing banks to

reduce the amount ofcapital on their balance

sheets relative to their risk position. Now

banks are likely to find themselves under
renewed scrutiny from red-faced regulators,

who could push those capital requirements
up. Fair-value accounting is also making

CFOs become more involved in day-to-day

monitoring of positions.

Viewing risk through a companywide
lens and establishing an environment in

which the CFO and risk officer communicate
regularly could take years, says Prodyot

Samanta, an enterprise risk management

specialist at S&P. "Developing a risk func
tion;' he adds, "is a cultural change, and it

takes time to see if these are committed
actions or just a form of window dressing:'

Banks would do well to commit now,

while there is little to distract them. Says

Richard Sylla, an economics professor at
New York University's Stern School of Busi

ness: Banks "will be cautious for a while, and

then some other boom will come along and
everyone will jump on it:' CFO

Goldman suffered some relatively minor pain-a $1.5 billion

hit on loans to private-equity firms in the third quarter, and ear

lier it had to rescue two of its hedge funds. And it remains to be
seen whether Goldman will completely dodge the fallout, which

includes lawsuits as well as regulatory probes into the subprime
business practices. Already, some have accused it of protecting

itself while continuing to peddle risky securities to investors.

(Goldman says it sold only high-grade securities once it began to
unwind its position.)

•

•

•

•

•

UBS:
$9.8 billion by
Government of

Singapore Investment
Corp.; $1.8 billion by
unnamed Middle East
investor (believed to
be either Abu Dhabi

or Oman entities)

BEAR STEARNS:
$1 billion each by U.S.

investor Joseph
Lewis and China's
CITIC Securities

conducting an ongoing review of the bank to increase efficien
cies, including head count. A second, one-time review of all the

bank's businesses is under way and is headed by Pandit. That

review will yield results that may include a breakup-a scenario
under which Crittenden might be tapped to head a division.

What's Luck Got to Do with It?
Still, not every bank CFO considers 2007 a disastrous year. JP Mor
gan Chase, Credit Suisse, and Deutsche Bank all emerged relatively

unscathed from the crisis. Lehman Brothers, a big player in mort

gages, with an estimated inventory of$80 billion in mortgage-relat
ed securities, also avoided major pain, returning 16.6 percent on

capital in 2007-largely thanl<s to revamping its risk-management

system after the 1998 Asian crisis.
It was Goldman, however, that got Wall Street's attention. In

December 2006, the bank's controller group alerted CFO David

Viniar to mortgage-related losses that had
occurred for 10 days on the firm's P&L.

(Goldman has not disclosed the exact
amount, but says it was "in the millions:') In

response, Vmiar called a meeting that includ

ed the controller division, the mortgage

traders, and the senior risk managers. Dis
cussions revolved around the firm's long sub

prime holdings and ended with the conclu
sion that "we'd rather be short than long;' says

a person close to Goldman.

Goldman began to hedge its long mort

gage position in first-quarter 2007. In the

second quarter, it reduced some of its long
positions and wrote down the positions it
retained. By fall, as other banks were stuck

holding billions in subprime-related securi

ties, it had already unloaded most of its

investments. Defying the Street, it reported

an 80 percent third-quarter hike in its prof
its, to $2.8 billion. "Viniar is an example of
an empowered CFO looking at the situation

and saying, 'I'm uncomfortable; let's fix this;"
says Milestone's Varughese.

Goldman's call was made in the context

of solid corporate governance as well as a

culture that encourages dialogue. The

structure gives the CFO power as the over
seer of all forms of risk. Rules and hierar

chy seem to be respected, as seen by

Viniar's ability to gather the troops and get
them to opt out of a lucrative area at the

height of the market. In addition, Gold
man's controllers have the authority to pre

vent traders from making risky bets, pro
viding an early intervention before prob

lems escalate.
_______ _ JJ
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